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We can already recognize that today time is split 
between a present that is already dead and a future 
that is already living-and the yawning abyss between 
them is becoming enormous. In time, an event will 
thrust us like an arrow into that living future. This 
will be the real political act of love. 

-i\lichacll Iardt and 1\ntonio Negri 



Letting Go of Nature 
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A translucent green slab emerges from a vacuum machine. This is no 
ordinary slice of cucumber. Its normally opaque flesh now resembles jade 

and tastes like distilled juniper berries with a slight hint of vermouth. 

It's an edible martini! Dave Arnold, the director of culinary technology at 

the French Culinary Institute in New York, utilizes science and technology 

to transform the ways one prepares, cooks, eats, and experiences food. 
Arnold's tools include instruments and substances that are rarely seen 

in a home kitchen, such as centrifuges, hydrocolloids, and liquid nitrogen. 

But, he often takes a DIY approach to his instruments, modifYing them 

and conducting taste experiments-for example, the best way to sous-vide 
- in the "advancement of deliciousness:'1 

The edible mart ini enacts a process ofbecoming, where the cucumber 

literally becomes a cocktail through Arnold's interventions (fig. 8). This 

"becoming other" is one of the characteristics oflove that the artists in 

Common Love explore. 2 In the context of this essay, it points to ways in which 
the work of certain artists comments on humankind's relation to nature 

and how the division between nature and culture is increasingly blurred. In 

Commonwealth, Michael Hardt and Arltonio Negri speak to the status of 

what they call the "natural" and "artificial" commons in the contemporary age 

of globalization. The natural commons, they explain, includes "the bounty 
of nature available to humanity;' such as air, water, animals, and forests.3 

Artificial commons consists of the social production oflabor such as "knowl

edges, languages, codes, information, affects and so forth:'4 While Hardt and 

Negri draw a distinction between the natural and artificial commons, they 

nevertheless hold any idea of a pure or pristine nature at bay. Nature is not 

separate from humankind; rather it is the entwinement of the natural and 
the artificial that constitutes the commons. The project of the commons as 

a new space for politics is realized through cooperation, exchange, and care 

between humans and nonhumans, creating opportunities for transformation 

apart from structures of commodification and property. 5 

Arnold's creations are one example of the experimental production 

of the commons. He applies knowledge from the discipline of science to 

alter everyday conceptions of food and simultaneously works against the 
Empire offactory food production.6 Following the Second World War, 

technological advances made it possible to manufacture food that was 

increasingly removed from its organic origin. These processed foods are often 
mass-produced from corn and soy derivatives that are high in calories and 

contribute to rising obesity rates.7 Arnold's understanding ofhydrocolloids 

(gums) allows him to cook with them as ingredients instead of as additives. 
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fig . 8 
Dave Arnold. Martini-infused cucumber dice 
made wilh a Vacu Vin , 2009 . Photo : Dave Arnold . 



He thu diverts their application by the Fast Food Empire, which privileges 

"economy and convenience ... mak[ing] products that are cheaper, easier to 

hip, easier to freeze, and harder to spoil."8 His consideration of the produc

t ive capabilit ies of food and his use of culinary technologies create new food 
experiences that promote innovation, labor intensiveness, and even luxury.9 

At the same time, hi use of unconventional ingredients-such as, hydrocol
loids, which add texture and shape to ingredients that normal cooking tech

niques would not be able to achieve-subverts the notion of an untouched 

nature.10 Likewise, Arnold challenge familiar conceptions of the cucumber 

and what it means to drink a cocktail. The cucumber has been tran formed 

from when he fir t peeled it, the mart ini has a satisfYi ng crunch. 
In The Politics ofNature, Bruno Latour similarly argues in favor of 

"letting go of nature:'11 Nature, he explains, is not an untainted material 

reality, but a political di t inction. Evoking Plato's allegory of the cave, Latour 

demon trates that science does not provide an objective description of 

reality.12 He develops the ideas first expressed in his earlier book We Have 
Never Been Modern, arguing that science is inex-tricably linked to politics, 
as evinced in discussions of the 1990s and early 2000s: e.g., the depletion of 

the ozone layer, Pre ident George W. Bush's stance on stem-cell research, and 

the Nobel Peace Prize awarded to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change.13 Indeed, the ideal of a pristine nature first arose during the period 

of industrialization in the nineteenth century and is intimately related 
to aesthetic notion ofthe sublime. Here, one might recall the landscape 
paintings of the European and American romantics, such as J. M. W. Turner 

and Thomas Cole. 

In the United States, the "invention" of pristine nature tellingly coincided 

with the establishment of the National Park System in 1872. Gabriel 
Martinez's Cmcks in the pavement are watered with Mimcle-G1·o (Rose 
Park) (2005) is an ongoing activity that peaks to the paradoxes inherent in 

the management and development of parks (fig. 9) . Martinez waters grass 

growing in a crack in the pavement, but his use of the fertilizer Miracle-Gro 

constitutes an artificial intervention in the grass's growth. National parks 

in the United States are seemingly public areas of nature conservation and 
appreciation, when in fact they are sites of ownership, exclusion, and human 
intervention.14 The management of public parks includes practices such 
as prescribed burning, brush and tree cleaning, the regulation of wildlife 
populations, and removing and controlling non-native and invasive species.15 

These interventions question the ideal of an "untouched" nature, or, as 
Latour cheekily states, "keep it 'natural enough' for the Nature-intoxicated 
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fig . 9 

Gabriel Martinez. Cracks in the pavement are watered 
with Miracle-Gro (Rose Park ) , 2006 . C- print ; 6 x 9 1/4 in . 



touri t to remain happy:'16 Martinez's work expo es the paradox inherent 

in the desire to protect nature preserve . Hi act is a modest gesture that 
conjoins the urban blight of the cracked sidewalk and the "natural" growth 
of the grass, showing that the recovery of a purely natural commons i 

impossible. His use ofMiracle-Gro underscores that there is no "outside" 
to the entanglement of the natural and the artificial. 

Increasingly, natural resources such as water, certain organisms (for 
instance seeds for crops), and knowledge and information gained from data 

mining are becoming privatized.17 In EmpiTe, Hardt and egri mention one 
example of ecological privatization in the government' control over water 
and natural gas in Bolivia during the early 2000s.18 On a broader cale, 

they addres how capital works on an expansive model and how this proves 
to be a double bind for ecology. Citing the Marxist theorist and activist Rosa 

Luxemburg, Hardt and Negri describe how capitalism needs to exploit 
nature in order to advance, but that the exploitation of nature simultaneously 
threaten the advancement of capitali m itself.19 By way of illustration, dming 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, whaling provided much of the oil 
needed for lamps and candles. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, 

years of hunting had decimated th whale population, and an energy crisis 

due to the ri ing price of the blubber-deriv d fuel ensued. The cri is was 
alleviated by the di covery of a plentiful nonrenewable resource: petroleum. 
Now, as the modern petroleum industry faces a similar predicament, the 

rise and fall of these two industries demonstrates how the eventual depletion 
of natural resources threatens the source of capital accumulation and thu 
it ability to expand.2o 

Two artists in Common Love, Will Kwan and Marc Handelman, utilize 
the visual vocabulary of nature to addre the impact of colonialism and 

capitalist-militaristic expan ion. Will Kwan' Shanghai Concession Camo 
(la longue dunie) (2007) is a video animation of photographs of tree bark 

that slowly morphs acros four ve1tically mounted HD televi ion monitor 
(fig. 10). The photographs ar of London planes, tree that were int roduced 

by the French to the Conce ion area of hanghai in 1902. According to 
Kwan, this neighborhood has largely escaped the city's rapid urbanization, 
and the European-style architecture is preserved among the streets' London 

planes. In Shanghai Concession Camo, Kwan tightly crops the tree trunks, 
which have a scaly, mottled surface (fig. 11). The resulting images suggest the 
allover composition of an abstract painting, while the animation produce 

pattern reminiscent of camouflage and geospatial satellite imagery.21 The 
monitors, which are sited on a military-green wall, become technologically 
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fig . 10 11 
Will Kwan. Shanghai Concession Camo (la longue duree) , 
2007 . Ins•allation with four single-channel videos , color , 
silent ; 14 min . Installation view (above) , detai (be~ow) . 

National Museum of Poland , Poznan , Poland . 



mediated trees that symbolize Shanghai's colonial past .22 Kwan's self
professed interest in the "universal iconography of globalism" is further 
revealed through his recourse to the visual language of art history (allover 
composition) and the military (camouflage) .23 

If Kwan's use of images of geographically and historically specific trees 
speaks to the history of colonialism, Marc Handelman's paintings hone in on 
the co-optation of nature through their conjunction of nineteenth-century 
romanticism with contemporary military advertisements. Tomorrow's 

Forecast: Strikingly Clear (2008) show a blazing white sun (fig. 14). Yet 
the image of a sunset sky seems partially obscured by the traces of another 
painting. It is as if two paintings had been stuck together and one canvas 
peeled off the other, leaving torn remnants teetering above the smface. 
The title of the painting refer to the provenance of the image: a magazine 
advertisement for the defense technology company Northrop Grumman.24 

Handelman describes the original advertisement as similar to John 
Constable's cloud studies and reminiscent of "countless nineteenth-century 
paintings of the Natural Sublime: the thunder-clap from the mountain, a 
turbulent ea, the terrifYing awe of an aby -like valley, and the approaching 
storm:'25 A second work in the exhibition, Force Multiplier (2008), also 
depicts a sunset from one of the many military and defense corporation 
advertisements that Handelman has collected, while its title appropriate 
a military term referring to a factor (for example, GPS technology or even 
weather) that increases ("multiplies") the effectiveness of combat (fig. 12) . 

Handelman's found images of sun ets recall nineteenth-century 
romanticism and naturalism, exemplified by Hudson River School 
painters such as Frederic E. Church.26 In Twilight in the Wilderness (1860), 

Church depicts the landscape with detailed precision, as the red-orange 
fl ame of sunset conjures a sublime nature to be mastered by humanity 
(fig. 13).27 Landscape paintings like this preserved a view of nature that was 
idealistic and separate from the harsh realities of industrialization and city 
1 ife. Moreover they furthered the political agenda of Manifest Destiny. 28 

In both painting in Common Love, Handelman disrupts his appropriated 
landscapes by superimposing the sun ets on top of a fragmented, abstracted 
logo of a defense corporation. His transfer process complicates what 
would otherwise be an oversized, kitschy appropriation of a majestic sky by 
juxtaposing the "naturalness" of the landscape with the hard-edged iconicity 
of an unknown corporate power's logo. 29 
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fig . 15 
Yasue Maetake. Polaris , 2007 . Oil paint on steel , brass , 
copper , resin , plaster , wood , photographs ; 102 x 111 x 83 in . 



The following artists in the exhibition move beyond the ideological 
deployment of nature, whether colonial or martial, to engage more spe

cifically the role of technology in the appropriation of nature. Yasue Maetake, 
Tim Hyde, and Ronnie Bass speak in diverse ways to what Hardt and Negri 
call the "new human condition:'30 Hardt and Negri cite Donna Harraway's 

influential essay on cyborgs, in which she explains that "nature and culture 
are reworked; the one can no longer be the resource for appropriation or 
incorporation by the other:'31 Harraway affirms a radically feminist proposal 

that complicates and renders mutable the categories of human, nature, 
and machine.32 As our bodies become more technological, the distinction 
between nature and human transforms. Human "becomes" machine, and 

machine "becomes" human, consequently informing Hardt and Negri's 
definition of love as an acceptance of alterity and "becoming different:'33 

Yasue Maetake's sculptures Polaris (2007) and Rake (2011) combine 

both natural and artificial materials in their construction. In Polaris, 

synthetic materials such as steel and plaster are used alongside wood, thereby 
showing Maetake's interest in the intractability of materials (fig. 15). Polaris, 
also the name of the North Star, resembles a satellite with its circular dish 

pointing toward the sky. Photographs hanging from the work's delicate 
branches recall both images from surveillance satellites and the ornamental 

papers of the tanzaku, hand-written wishes and poems on strips of paper 
attached to bamboo branches for the Tanabata holiday.34 In contrast to the 

technological pretense of PolaTis, Rake resembles an organic mushroom 
(fig. 16). Here, Maetake uses materials such as bone, fish scales, glass, epoxy, 
resin, and stainless steel. Although bone may seem to be a substance "fixed 
in nature;' it too has been subject to cultural change.35 The evolution of 

bone allowed for movement and a new form of creative agency in animals 
and humans.36 By configuring seemingly inert materials such as bone 

into "vibrant assemblages;' Maetake points to the interdependence of the , 
human and nonhuman worlds.37 

The interlacing of nature and technology comes to the fore in Tim Hyde's 

video installation. In March 2006, Hyde made Video Panomma ofNer.v 

York City During Which the Camem Fails to Distinguish the City From a 
Snowstorm (2006-11) (fig. 17-18). Shooting for the duration of a seven-hour 

snowstorm from the vantage point of a Brooklyn rooftop, Hyde produced a 
180-degree panorama of the New York skyline. The installation is split across 
seven screens, each representing one hour of the storm. Instead of a real time 

recording, however, Hyde edited the footage to loop only the sections where 
the camera's autofocus failed to differentiate between the city skyline and the 
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falling snow. The resulting images pulse in and out of focus as the zoom 

lens negotiates between sky and snow-New York at times disappears 
through the camera's lens. Hyde's piece shows how a natural occurrence 

can render the capturing of meteorological phenomena impossible. Here 
technological advance (autofocus) undercuts the camera's documentary 

objective. 
If Maetake and Hyde both counter the "narcissism of humans in 

charge of the [natural] world;'38 Ronnie Bass creates a story to evoke the 
human desire to control nature. Our Land (2006) is an installation that 

centers on a nine-minute video (fig. 19). The fictional narrative follows 
a computer store manager named Chad who is played by the artist. In 

part one, Chad invites two friends to his house to work on a wood-carving 
project. A title card in part two reveals that Chad received a "detailed 

vision of a microchip factory in the desert:' The next scene shows a 

shack in the desert where one of his employees uses a remote to control 
a mechanical arm that will build the microchip. Finally, in patt three, 

Chad, standing inside a tent before a projection screen that displays the 
rotating final product, unveils his new microchip. The tent resembles both 

a fundamentalist church (with Chad as pastor) and a low-tech version 

of the Worldwide Developers Conference (with Chad as Steve Jobs). The 
soundtrack, composed by Bass, includes his deadpan vocals, with music 

that is as hypnotic as it is catchy. 
The history of the American desert includes diverse figures like Edward 

Weston and numerous cultists as well as being the site of nuclear testing. 
Bass remixes the recent history of the rise of high-tech businesses with the 

histmy of Manifest Destiny associated with the American West. The title 
of the installation easily recalls Woody Guthrie's song "This Land Is Your 

Land;' whose populist lyrics suggest that the land belongs to "the people:' 
Bass's video is completed by an installation that comprises a sculpture of 

a bear (the finished product from patt one of the video) and a houseplant; 
creating a setting much like either the lobby of a small business or a 

Protestant church (fig. 20). As in his other works, such as The Sky Needs 

You Too (2008), Bass, like Handelman, evokes the association of the 
American landscape with the rhetoric of romanticism and even mysticism 
(fig. 21). Our Land points to the ways in which technology can be seen as 

a panacea for humankind's domination over nature at the same time that 
it remains an open source for the production of the commons. 
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ig. 16 
Ya sue Maetake. Rake , 2011 . Bamboo , ceramic , cotton string , 

poxy clay , epoxy-mounted terracotta glass , magnet , oil 
1int , polyurethane-mounted soil and paper collage , steel , 
tained wood ; 77 x 53 x 38 in . 



fig . "7_8 

Tim Hyde. Vi :-leo Panorama of New York City .:.n March of '006 

During Which the Camera Failed to Distingu.J.Sh the City From 

a Snowstorm , ..:.006· 11 . Seven single-channel videos , c0lcr , 

si-'-ent ; 60 min . Viieo sLills . 



fig . 19-20 
Ronnie Bass. Our Land, 2006 . Single-channel video , color , 
sound ; 11 min. with Bear Sculpture , 2006 ; 56 x 15 x 15 i n, 
Video still (above) , detail of sculpture (below) . 



Really we have to learn to love some of 
the monsters and to combat the others. 
- Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Multitude 39 

Hardt and Negri explore the figure of the monster as a metaphor for the 

new biopolitical body of the multituue created by globalization. The monster, 

among the most famous being the one depicted in Mary Shelley's Fmnkenstein 
(1818), was a warn ing again t the expansion of new technologies and their 

impact on modern man's quest for knowledge during the industrial revolution. 

Interestingly, Latour also conjures the figure of the monster when he writes: 

Mary Shelley, in a brilliant feat of myth making, had seen at 

the onset of the 19th century great technical revolutions, that 

the gigantic sins t hat were to be committed would be hiding 

a much greater sin that it has been upon our generation to 

fin aHy atone for: not technology itself, but the absence of love 
for the technology we have created, as if we had decided that 

we were unable to follow through with the education of our 

own children.40 

And so it is with the figure of the mon ter, the monsters in all of u , that 

we return to the philo ophy of love and becoming other. Arnold's cucumber 

that has been transformed into a solid cocktail , Martinez's grass fertilized 

with Miracle-Gro, or Maetake's sculptures t hat are hybridized assemblages 

of natural and artificial materials-all these works are like monsters that 

combine the social production of labor with the elements of the natural 

wo rld.4 1 These monsters, however, like Harraway's cyborgs, are both a warn

ing and a hope for the new productive capabilities that technology affords. 

Along with Kwan, Handelman, Hyde, and Bass, these artists in Common 
Love complicate our assumptions of a pristine and untouched nature in 
order to acknowledge a conception of nature that is based on human- and 

nonhumankind. By addressing the entwinement of the natural and the 

artificial, these artists define acts oflove in its impossibilities and corruption , 

showing the ways technology, and the development of global networks and 

immaterial labor, can give ri e to new powers of control. At the same time, 

they redefin e love as an act of collabo ration, community, and interaction, with 

the potential for humans and nonhumans to productively contribute to the 

common world. 
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fig . 21 
Ronnie Bass. The Sky Needs You Too , 2008 . 
Single - channel video , color , sound ; 8 min. 
Video still . 
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structure. The concept of longue 
duree was first introduced by 
Fernand Braudel of the Ann ales 

School in 1958. See Fernand Braudel 
"History and the Social Sciences: 

The Longue Duree," On History, 
trans. Sarah Matthews (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1982), 

32; originally published as Ecrits sur 
l'histoire, 1969. 
23 Will Kwan, as cited in Alissa 

Firth-Eagland and Johan Lundh, 
"Research in Motion: An Interview 

with Will Kwan ," Yishujournal of 
Contemporary Chinese Art 9, no. 2 

(2010) , 33· 
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based on a "process of unification" 
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the commons. Hardt and Negri, 
Commonwealth, 183. 
30 Hardt and Negri, Empire , 291. 
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32 Ibid ., 91. 
33 Hardt and Negri cite the 
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and orchids as an example of 
becoming that destab ilizes notions 
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"The orchid is a becoming-wasp 
(beco~ing the wasp's sexua l organ) 
and the wasp is a becom ing-orchid 
(becoming part of the orchid's 
system of reproduction) . What 
is central is the encounter and 
interaction between these two 
becomings, which together form 
a new assembl age , a was p-orch id 
machine." Hardt and Negri , 
Commonwealth, 186- 187. 
34 Tanabata , or the star festival in 
Japan, celebrates the myth of the 
creation of the Milky Way. On one 
day each year, two stars- Vega and 
Altair, who are separated by the 
Milky Way- come together and 
meet on the seventh day of the 
seventh lunar month of the lunisolar 
calendar. 
35 Hardt and Negri cite Anne 
Fausto-Sterling's work, which 
describes how the growth of human 
bone changes shape according to 
cultura lly specific gender practices . 
Hardt and Negri , Commonwealth , 
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36 Jane Bennett recounts Manuel 
de Landa 's history of the creation 
of a sudden minera lization of bone 
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Before this time, organisms were 
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Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political 
Ecology ofThings (Durham and 
London: Duke University Press , 
2010) , 23- 24. 

37 Bennett, borrowing the term 
assemblage from Gilles Deleuze 
and Felix Guattari , defines the 
assemblage as a new way to define 
non-humans as "living throbbing 
confederations," including such 
things as blackouts , hurricanes, and 
the war on terror. Bennett, Vibrant 
Matter, 11. Also see, Gilles Deleuze 
and Felix Guattari , Anti-Oedipus. 
38 Ibid ., xvi . 
39 Hardt and Negri, Multitude, 196. 
40 Emphasis mine. Latour, "It's 
Development, Stupid, " 11. 

41 Hardt and Negri state that the 
production of subjectivities is 
dependent on the hybrid ization 
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and Negri, Empire, 367. 



Fire with Fire 
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Will Kwan's Flame Test (2009) is an inflammatory work of art in several 

senses of the word (fig. 22) . The trompe l'oeil of actual flags in various states 

of disintegration reads as an attack on patriotism and as an impassioned 

call to dismantle identities based on one's country of origin. Drawing from 

news coverage of flag-burning protests, Kwan inserts tightly cropped 

reproductions of assorted national symbols into a photograph of an urban 

street scene. Here, individual struggles give way to mass protest , advancing 

civil dissatisfaction and dissent as common ground. The political theorists 

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri describe patriotism as a type of distorted, 

identitarian love that operates according to a logic of exclusion, reinforcing 

solidarity among those who are similar.I To counter this corruption, they 
advocate a "love of the farthest;' which supersedes a love of one's neighbor, 

and in so doing, propose a concept oflove as a political power and a 

potentiality for the radical transformation of subjectivities.2 

The works discussed in this essay move beyond identitarian forms of 

national, or even familial love. They offer models oflove that transcend simi

larity and resist isolation through actions that open onto new ocial and 

economic schemes of cooperation. Moreover, by placing emphasis on process 

and petformance, they diminish the stereotypical notion ofl ove as a static 

noun, instead reinforcing a conception oflove as a verb: it is something that we 

do. We might also think ofKwan's imagined scenario in this way, as extending 

a hopeful proposition for the future and a reflection on the already existing 

permeability across geopolitical divides within our current globalized world.3 

In contrast with Flame Test's decisive, if fictional, call to action, Kwan's 

earlier video Displacement (with Chinese Chamcteristics) (2006) provides 

a complex view of his ambivalent position within the larger sociopolitical 

conditions of globalization and forces of socialist capitalism (fig. 24).4 

The piece begins with interpolated shots of factory workers, stock traders, 

and urban-scapes, set to a repetitive soundtrack of incessant machines.5 

Rather than seeing the glamorous city that forms part of Shanghai's popular 

imaginary, the viewer is privy to a problematic setting of both poverty and 

rapid urban renewal. The archival footage gives way to a present-day scene 

of young Chinese laborers on a construction site of Kwan's own design. The 

modest crew, donning brand-name sneakers, jeans, and T-shirts, methodi

cally gathers and arranges the rubble of recently destroyed buildings into 
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fig . 22 
Will Kwan. Flame Test , 

2009 . Digit3l study . 



what looks like a minimalist sculpture or earthwork. Shot from above, their 

construction has the eerie sci-fi quality of a crop circle. The monumental 
scale and use of available materials may also evoke an SOS signal, but here 
such a gesture of hope become a futile call for re cue, as the work- the labor 
and its product- r inforces the systems that created this inhospitable terri

tory: during the course of the video, the culptural design reveal itself to be 
the Bank of China's corporate logo. 

Displacement i indebted to the work of attists such as Robert Smithson, 
who turned to local, natural materials in order to address the practicalit ie 
of land u e as a mix d and contentious ground. In 2008, Lynne Cooke, 
then chief curator of the Dia Art Foundation, explained that "the sen e of 
ruined and abandoned hope interested [Smithson] .... He didn't look for 

beautiful place , but rather de poiled land capes where industry and th wild 
overlap:'6 Displacement pecifically refer nces Smithson's iconic Spiml Jetty 
(1970 ), which is compo ed of mud, alt cry tals, rock, and water from its 
location on Utah's Great Salt Lake (fig. 23).7 At a cettain moment in Kwan' 
video, the camera t ravel over the contour of his concrete construction, 
intentionally mimicking th counterclockwise camera movement in 

Smithson's fi lm documentation.8 While Spiml Jetty seems set at an idyllic 
r move from the commercial att world, Smithson too rejected romantic 
divi ions of interior and exterior, particularly through his cone ption of"Site" 
and " on ite."9 

If Smithson problematized the dichotomies between natur and culture, 
wilderne and commercial nterprise, Kwan's Displacement similarly 

points to how capital is not external to the subject: its powerful and insidious 
force infi ltrate all ubjects, artists included, with internalized di ciplin 
permeating collective consciou ne .10 Kwan foregrounds his dual role as 
interv ntioni t and complicit perpetrator though the work' tructure, which 
mimics a hierarchical divi ion of labor between those who perform manual 

labor and those who perform intellectuallabor.11 He furth r reveals his own 
implicated role as an atti t within the marketplace. The final shot of the 
logo's construction presents an aerial view surrounded by high-ri e building : 
it i an adverti ement situat d in prime r al estate. ext, the video cuts to 
Kwan's studio, where a Chromira print identical to that last aerial hot i 
framed and packaged, ready for xhibition and sale. Kwan's elf- reflexive 

awareness is here put on display. Displacement creates a situation where the 
viewer watches the artist, who in turn watches himself. 
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fig . 23 
Robert Smithson. Spiral Jetty , 

1970 . Great Salt Lake , Utah . 
Mud , salt crystals , rocks , 
water ; 1500 ft . long x 15 ft . 
wide . Photo : Gianfranco Gorgoni . 
Collection Dia Center for the 
Arts , New York . Art © Estate of 
Robert Smithson I licensed by 
VAGA , New York . Courtesy James 
Cohan Gallery , New York . 

fig . 24 
Will Kwan. Displacement 
(with Chinese Characteristics) , 
2006 . Chromira print ; 48 x 34 in. 





Just as Kwan interrogates labor power within China's socialist-capitalist 

system, Mika Tajima and New Humans address the post-Fordist shift away 

from industrial production to immaterial or biopolitical production, which 
includes information, ideas, knowledge, languages, and software code.12 

Their video Dead by Third Act (2008) begins with establishing shots of the 

historic Lingotto factory in Turin that linger on abandoned interior spaces 
and Futurist features such as the rooftop racetrack (fig. 25). The climax of the 
video arrives with a performative destruction of the factory's former product: 

a Fiat automobile. The car, floor, and tools of demolition were miked, sampled, 

and amplified during the live sound performance. Standing at the original 
starting point of the as embly line, New Humans repeatedly beat the car with 

sledgehammers and smashed nearby pyramids of beverage cans. 
The artists' violent annihilation of these industrial products goes 

beyond mere destruction in order to focus on the innovation resulting from 
their actions. Presented as an audiovisual installation in the Common Love, 

Aesthetics of Becoming exhibition, the immaterial components oflight 
and sound are foregrounded: the work appears as a single video projection, 

while the gallery walls function as surfaces for amplification and reverberation 

of the repetitive sonic patterns, static, and low bass frequencies. Such a 
reconfiguration forms part ofTajima and New Humans's broader strategy 

of self-sampling and perpetually delaying the moment of an artwork's 
completion.I3 They insert flexibility and contention into a calcified system 

in order to resist commodification. Here, the factory space is detourned to 

destroy the product of a specific ideology, while destruction is also harnessed 
in the service of a creation that exceeds the boundaries of an individual work. 

The shift to immaterial production is a harbinger of the increasingly blurry 

distinction between work and life, a subject taken up by Hardt and Negri .14 

According to Hardt, "these newly dominant forms of production bring with 

them sometimes new and often severe modes of suffering, alienation, and 
exploitation:'15 In the video Stealing Beauty (2007), Guy Ben-Ner parodies 

the family sitcom, using various Ikea showrooms as film sets (fig. 26).16 Tense 

dialogue between husband and wife characters speaks to the pressures and 
stresses of contemporary laborers. The husband complains about needing 

to deal with problems at home when he is tired fi-om a long day at the office; 
the wife is frustrated with the children's behavior; the kids say their parents 
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fig . 25 
Mika Tajima, in collaboration with New Humans. 
Dead by Third Act , 2008 . Performance view . 
Photo : Giacomo Giannini. 



fig . 26 
Guy Ben-Ner. Stealing 
Beauty , 2007 . Single-channel 
video , color , sound ; 17 min . 
40 sec . Video still . 



don't listen to them . (The fictional family is played by Ben-Ner, his former wife, 
and their two children.) In one scene, the son questions his father about what 

qualifies as private property; Ben-Ner offers the definition as an exclusive 
right to use something. A circular discussion ensues, and the children's direct 

and unabating questions frustrate the father and increasingly test his logic.17 

The Ikea setting heightens the infiltration of home life by economic concerns, 
as multilingual audio announcements from the store's loudspeaker system 

punctuate scenes, and shoppers walk obliviously in front of the camera. 
Ben-Ner uses humor to critique and make visible the control and 

homogenization of the social environment and behavior, as well as the mass
marketing oflifestyles. Indeed, Ikea subtly hawks a false promise of utopia, 

which is ingrained in its Bauhaus-influenced design aesthetic. Stealing 
Beauty reveals how corporate design permeates our everyday existence 

and also governs our habits, from the way we sit to how we groom ourselves, 
prepare food, and spend our leisure time. Moreover, the video's uneasy 

conflation of intimate, personal exchanges and a routine shopping experience 
p roduce a di orient ing effect. The video's edit ing exacerbates this confusion, 

synching with repeated interruptions by store security officers, who eject the 
family from one showroom only to compel their eventual relocation to another. 

The work allegorizes how the home is faJsely perceived as a safe haven from 
the forces of capital: it speaks both to the packaging of a designer lifestyle and 

to conditions of migration and impermanence in contemporary dwellings. 

Just as there is no pure subject outside of capital, there is no pure disinterested 

gift. Writing in 1923, the French sociologist Marcel Mauss described gifts as 
"pledges linked to the persons that use them, and these pledges bind them:'18 

Will Kwan broaches the problem of exchange in Endless Prosperity, Eternal 

Accumulation (2009), interrogating the possibility of a pure gift within 
late capitalist society (fig. 27-28). In this work, he presents photographs 

of hongbao, red envelopes used in China to bestow money at social events, 
syn1bolic gestures of circulating one's fottune. Kwan's images show contempo

rary hongbao that have been printed by t ransnational financial corporations 

and then given to Chinese clients. These envelopes bearing corporate 
logos show the appropriation of a t raditional cultural form-the practice 
of gift giving-co-opted for advertising and marketing purposes.19 Yet here, 

the corporate takeover of a traditional custom of communal circulation also 
speaks to the broader seizure of common forms of wealth, including social 

relations, by capital in order to generate surplus revenue.20 
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The work of Gabriel Martinez and Mads Lynnerup concentrates on this 

expanded dimension of commonwealth that includes social relations, whil 

consciously inhabiting a position immanent to global capitalism in order 

to develop varied modes of resistance to dominant systems of monetary 

exchange. Martinez documents acts of care and cohabitation, expressing a 

particu Jar concern for the "precarity" oflife. 21 An lwuT oflaboT is puTchased 
from the owneT qf a business and given to an employee in the foTm of a siesta 
(2006) depicts a transfer of service between the artist and a low-wage work r 

in a way that peaks to broader political concerns regarding the conditions 

that make recognition of subjects and life possible (fig. 29). Martinez 

fmther complicates what solidarity with another might mean by performing 

unsolicited services of betterment, as in his project An outdooT sign is stolen, 
sanded, Tepainted, and TetuTned to the staTe bifoTe it Teopens thefollowing 
day (2005) (fig. 40). In this case, the gift recipient is an unknown small

business owner. Both of these acts cultivate alliances beyond the artist's 

immediate communities, but in the latter work Martinez imposes his vision 

on an unsuspecting olher, inlentionally adopting a top-down approach that 

mimics corporate hierarchical structures and urban renewal projects.22 

If Martinez performs elective labor as a social service, his proposal 

for Common Love, A dminage gTate in the city is cleaned and polished 
(2011), injects an element of perceptual surprise into daily routines, altering 

the way an overlooked element of the quotidian environment is seen. 

For th is work, Martinez wi ll sand, clean, and buff a drainage grate on the 

Columbia University campus until it gleams as if it were made of a precious 

metal. Giving this ordinary, overlooked object attention and care is a gestur 

akin to a visual poem demonstrating a commons-loving philosophy. This 

work also expands outward beyond the campus by engaging the grate as a 

symbolic vehicle that connects the univer ity to the river, ocean, and other 

communities. 

Mads Lynnerup's Tree (2008) is conceived in a similar spirit, although 

the project intervenes more directly into the larger community, tapping 

into DIY movements and grassroots organization strategies (fig. 31). With 

Tree, the artist set out to bridge the gap between the Fischer Landau 

Center for Art, where the work was presented, and the surrounding Queens 

neighborhood. The Tree structure, positioned in the art center's comtyard, 

was tall enough to draw attention fi·om passersby. Envisioned as a meeting 

spot, the work was outfitted with local newspapers in various languages, 
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fig . 27-28 
Will Kwan . Endless Prosperity , Eternal Accumulation , 
2009 . 80 framed LightJet prints ; 17 1/2 x 12 1/2 in . each . 
Details . 

I 



fig. 29 
Gabriel Martinez. An hour of labor is purchased from the 
owner of a business and given to an employee in the form 
of a siesta , 2006. C-print and contract document (ink on 
paper) , C-print : 6 x 9 1/4 in . Detail . 



modular benches, and snacks and water for sustenance. Gathering the 

water supply for Tree served as an advertising device and fostered local 

connections: Lynnerup traveled door-to-door, requesting donations of tap 
water from members of the community and personally inviting them to visit 

the project. The piece thus enacted a reciprocal exchange: neighbors gave 

water as a gift to the artist, while his Tree provided a resource and meeting 
ground for the community. 

Dave Arnold's contribution underscores similar issues, furthering 

the movement toward open forms of information exchange within ever

expanding communities by updating and recontextualizing a regularly 
practiced mode of circulation (fig. 30). Recipe sharing among family 

and friends is an example and expression of commons-loving knowledge, 

operating outside the purview of intellectual property laws. Building on 
this tradition, Arnold's recipe can be reproduced, shared, and modified 

by a broader public under academic commons licensing of this catalogue, 

or through his blog. Furthermore, the experience of making and ingesting 
Arnold's technological cooking as well as his recipe-as-experiment mirrors 

the conception of common love as a transformative becoming-other. 

Existing in the realm of free idea exchange and in the kitchen, his proposal 

for the use of gymnemic acid, which modifies our ability to taste sweets, 
stands to alter our expectations, eating habits, and social behaviors. 

Although artists are implicated parties operating within the global economy, 
they occupy a unique position in the work force, possessing the "immaterial" 

assets of creativity, collaboration, and unconventionality. These resources can 

be harnessed to raise consciousness, encourage critical dialogue, and interrupt 
chronic patterns in order to instigate change from within. Producing new 

work involves a strategic set of tactical maneuvers; the goal is to stay one 

step ahead and push the envelope of what is possible before creative output 

is co-opted by capitalism. Artists, as intellectual and physical laborers, are 
especially poised to level a challenge toward oppressive systems of control. 

By assessing the tools and materials of capital, they hold the power to redirect 

these syn1bols and structures toward existing systems, thereby fighting fire 
with fire. 
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HOW TO MAKE EVERYTHING TASTE BAD 

IN A VERY INSTRUCTIVE WAY/ GYMNEMA SYLVESTRE 

DAVE ARNOLD 

In the 1880s, Western scientists figured out that 
chewing the leaves of the t rop ical Ind ian plant 
Gymnema sylvesl:re completely obliterates your 

ability to taste sweet. It was known in India long 
before then as gumwT, or "sugar destroyer:' The 

active ingred ients in the plant are gymnemic 
acids. They don't mask sweetness; they actu
ally block the abil ity of sweet receptors to sense 

sweet compounds, incl udi ng artificial sweeten
ers li ke Splenda and saccharine. Gymnemic acid 

makes sugar taste like sand, fruit taste like an 
acid bomb, and dessert chocolate taste like bak
ing chocolate. You have to experience it to believe 
it. I first used gymnemic acid three years ago in 
a demo with Harold McGee, who writes about 
the chemistry of food , and have been demoing it 

ever since. The results are as unpleasan t as they 
a re instructive-a rare opportunity to knock 
out one of your four basic taste sensations while 

leaving the rest intact . You can experience how 
sweetness interacts with acid, salt, umami, and 

bitter in common foods that we take fo r granted. 
I understand a lot more about fru it , ice cream, 
and Coca-Cola now t hat I've tried them on gym

nemicacid. 

One possible real-world appl ication of sweet 
destruction is figuring out how foods will 
taste after they ferment (fermentation gets rid 
of sugar). Although fermentation produces 
many flavors unrelated to sugar loss, I think 

gymnemic acid could provide a usefi.d insight 
into the acid/bitter balance in juices and ciders 
bqjiJTe they ferment. I tested my hypothesis 
in class by including Ashmead's Kernel apple 
(which is sometimes used in cider), pinot noir, 
and cabernet sauvignon grape juices in our 
tasting. Unfortunately, our grape juices were 

not of high enough quality to really get a feel for 
what the varietals taste like without sugar. The 
apple slice compared well with my memory of 
Ashmead's Kernel cider. A qual ified success. 

Would you ever use th is stuff· in cooking? Hell, 
no. It tastes terrible and the effects last a long 
time (about half an hour). Should everyone try 
it once? Hell, yes. 

Here's how: First, buy yourself some Gym.nema 

sylvestre. It's pretty easy to get-it is used in 
Ayurved ic and homeopathic medicine to con
t rol blood sugar and appetite. Mine, a green 

powder loaded into vegetarian gel capsules, 
comes from Tattva's Herbs. Break each capsule 
and divide the powder into two servings, which 

is more than enough. Next, arrange yourself a 
tasting plate. 

I-I ere is mine: 

Gymnemic acid tru,ting plate. 
'lOp rout strawberries and blueberries, gymncma sylvcstrc 
powder, pinot-noirjuice: Aliddle row: AshnH.·ad's kernel 
apple, honey, cabenw1 juice; Bottom row: brown and 
whi le sugar, bread (palate cleanser), 60% chucolalc, 
marshmallows, and pecan cookies. 

fig . 30 

Taste items on the plate before you take the 
gymnemic acid. Get a feel for the acidity of the 

fruit, the chocolate, etcetera. Now put the gym
nema powder on your tongue. I'm not going to 
lie to you, it is unpleasant. Just do it. You're 
shooting for enlightenment. Keep the stuff on 
your tongue and swirl it around your mouth. 
Don't swallow it right away. Did 1 mention 

it tastes bad? Stop complaining. Try to keep 
that stuff in your mouth as long as you can. It 
takes about a minute for the effect to kick in. 
Afterward, take a small sip of water and chew 
some bread to cleanse your palate. Start tasting. 
Don't worry, the effect will eventually wear off·; 
but don't do it on you r way to a four-star res

taurant. Most people start getting their sweet 
back in about twenty minutes, and fu lly back 
within an hour. 

Dave Arnold, "How to Make Everything Taste Bad in a Very Instructive Way and How To 
Eat 20 Limes," Cooking Issues, November 12, 2009. For the complete blog entry, see 
http : //www . cookingissues . com/2009/11/12/how-to-make-everything-taste-bad-in-a-very
instructive-way-and-how-to-eat-20-limes/ 



fig . 31 
Mads Lynnerup. Tree , 2008 . Installation with plywood 
benches and tree , newspapers , video displayed on monitors , 
peanut and water dispensers . Fisher Landau Center for Art, 
New York . 



Notes 
1 Hardt and Negri, Commonwealth, 
182. 
2 Ibid., 183. 
3 Today, as workers, goods, and 
services circulate across arguably 
outmoded mun icipa l boundar-
ies, these borders are increasingly 
policed. That is, globalization's 
promise of connectivity and pros
perity is premised on maintaining 
boundaries, both physical and 
psychological. Yet this reshap ing 
of borders has opened onto an 
increased awareness and dialogue 
around the colonization, exploita
tion, and privatization of our com
mon natural, cultural, and knowl
edge-based resources that rightfully 
belong to society at large. 
4 On China's incorporation of a 
capitalist organization of labor, see 
Hardt and Negri, Commonwealth, 
91-93· 
5 The audio begins as a beating 
accompaniment signal ing the 
forwa rd march of progress, and 
later becomes warped , creating a 
drugged atmosphere that mimics 
the dusty haze veiling images of 
massive construction projects. 
6 Quoted in Kirk Johnson, "Plans 
to Mix Oil Drilling and Art Clash in 
Utah," New York Times, 27 March 
2008. 
7 Smithson chose the Rozel Point 
site in Box Elder County, Utah, for 
Spira( jetty because of the complex 
matrix of interests that were then 
nascent to the site. When the work 
was constructed in 1970, its loca
tion was relatively uninhabited, but 
tensions have amplified over the 
past thirty-six years. Several battles 
of public, private, and common 
interests have been fought, with 
Spiral jetty itself a lightning rod for 
debate. The Dia Art Foundation, 
guardians of the piece, have part
nered with various environmental 
agencies in the interest of protecting 
both the long-term instal lation and 
the fragile ecosystem of the lake. 
See "Robert Smithson: Spiral Jetty," 
Dia Art Foundation website, http:/ f 
www.d iaart.orgf sites I page /S 9/1245 
(accessed 7 August 2010) . 
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8 Other commonalities include how 
both works exi st in three formats : 
as cinema, photography, and the 
earthworks themselves. 
9 See Robert Smithson, "The 
Spiral Jetty," in Robert Smithson: 
The Collected Writings, ed. Jack 
Flam (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1996), 
152-53-
10 Displacement can thus be viewed 
in relation to biopolitical power 
and the transition from a society 
of externally enforced discipline 
to one of internalized control. 
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri's 
discussion of biopower builds upon 
the Deleuzean interpretation of 
Michel Foucault's ideas. See Hardt 
and Negri, Empire, 23-~ Gilles 
Deleuze, Foucault (Paris: Minuit, 
1986); idem, "Post-scriptum sur les 
societes de controle," in Pourparlers 
(Paris : Minuit, 1990), 240- 47-
11 For a nuanced definition of capital 
beyond the mere accumulation of 
wealth to include its propagation 
through the exploitation of labor, see 
Hardt and Negri, Commonwealth, 
139· 
12 See Michael Hardt, "Production 
and Distribution of the Common: 
A Few Questions for the Artist," 
Open 16 (2009), 23-24 
13 The piece was first staged 
as an installation consisting of 
the Fiat car, sheets of mirrored 
glass, and beverage cans, then 
performed as a sonic experience, 
and later presented as audiovisual 
installations with flexible 
orientations. By presenting mu ltiple 
iterations of this work, the artists 
resist the logic of scarcity that 
typically accompanies material 
goods, illustrating that the endpoint 
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Round Table 
Art, Politics, and Love 



The following discussion took place on Friday, 12 Ma rch 2010, in the Department of Art History and 
Archaeology at Columbia University as part of the seminar Problems in Curating taught by Kaira M. Cabanas. 
The conversational character of the discussion remains unchanged, although some remarks have been omitted 
due to space constraints. The participants were our guest Michael Hardt, Professor of Literature and Italian 
at Duke University, in addition to Kaira M. Cabanas, A. E. Benenson, Kristen Chappa, David Howe, Donald 
johnson-Montenegro, and Tomoko Kanamitsu. 

Kaira M. Cabanas: 
I thought I would begin by exp l aining how 
I came to love as the curatorial idea . 
I was asked on 4 November 2009 to arrange a 
Visual Arts alumni exhibition for the Wallach 
Art Gallery. That was , for me , going to be 
impossible unless I firs t organized a seminar 
around a curatorial idea . I think that I had 
not yet read the e xcerpt from Commonwealth 
in Artforum, but I had recent ly read Serge 
Daney ' s "The Tracki ng Shot in Kapo . " He 
describes a refusal to watch this tracking 
s hot , because it was aesthetically suspect 
for him, the aesthetization of a moment of 
death. 

Hardt: 
"The Tracking Shot in Kapo" ? 

Cabanas: 
Yes , a film from 1959 ; it ' s a historical 
drama abou t the Holocaust , and he takes issue 
with a shot where there is an inmate ' s hand-
well , I haven ' t seen it, because I refused to 
watch it based on Daney's refusa l. [l aughs] 

Hardt: 
In political solidarity with h is refusal to 
watch.. . [laughs] 

Cabanas: 
Next I went to hear Simon Critchl ey , Jacques 
Ranciere , and Judith Butler on a panel (at 
The New School] where they were talking about 
the relevance of socia l theory to socia l 
movements . In that context , Butler was talking 
about various ass imi l ation tests in The 
Netherlands where they s how images of gay and 
lesbian couples as a way of testing tolerance. 
Then Butler l aunches into a discussion 
about how we should not allow our own freedoms 
to be used against the unfreedom of someone 
e l se . So this is the second [moment]. They 
are quite disparate , but they led up to my 
sitting down a nd reading the October issue 
of Artforum, and reading about love , and then 
being convinced that the show needed to be 
about l ove . Not identificatory love , or l ove 
in the family , or the conventional ways we 
think abou t love , but love as a kind of doing 
rather than necessarily a f ee ling . That ' s 
the intellectual trajectory that led . .. from 
Commonwealth to Common Love. 

Hardt : 
Great . Let ' s start with the works . 
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Property 

A. E. Benenson: 
Thi s is a work by Will Kwan [Endless 
Prosperity , Eternal Accumulation]. It is a 
collection of small envelopes , which were 
used as part of a symbolic ritual of gift 
exchange in Chinese culture--as a means of 
redistributing prosperity . It ' s this token , 
this idea of redistributing the wealth or 
good fort une that comes to o ne person to 
other people in the community on special 
occasions . What h as happened is that these 
envelopes have been co- opted as a form of 
advertising by banks and other corporations , 
a nd now banks distribute them . ... So you are 
actual ly advertising the perverse opposite : 
the exchange logic of commercial banking .. .. 
I want to l ook at a deeper reading , vi s -a-vi s 
a quote from Commonwealth [p . 240] .. . t hat 
s uggests that how we interpret the world is 
predetermined by the system that we're raised 
in and that the way we see and understand i s 
cont ingent o n our historical and material 
circumstances. Using this model, I wonder if 
we can ' t look at these [enve l opes] less as an 
example of how capitalism has corrupted such 
forms of commons exchange (or gift exchange) , 
a nd more how it de-conceals [ reveals ] that 
communication , exchange , and production in 
the commons is always already predetermined 
by the subjectivities that are created in our 
commun ities . There i s no naive pre-ideol ogical 
subject for the commons , but a subject who 
has been informed or taught how to act based 
on hegemonic power. 

Hardt: 
Within capita l ist society? 

Benenson: 
Well , not just capita l ist society . This is a 
Chinese tradition and arguably existed before 
capita li sm and has to do with feudalism. But 
simpl y t hat [subjectivity ] is always going to 
be determined to some degree by these things , 
which are corruptions . 

Hardt: 
On the right-hand side that says Banco Ultra 
Marino? 

Benenson: 
It ' s also that banks in America , in New York 
City , are trying to do this because they 



realize there is a Chinese population in the 
neighborhood . It's also an example of how 
capitalism is a vehicle for a propagation of 
identities around the world. 

Hardt: 
So when you ' re regardi ng that there i s no 
subjectivity out s ide , are you thinking of it 
as a problem or as that ' s-the - way-it - is? 

Benenson: 
It seems to be an insurmountable probl em . 

Hardt: 
I t ' s interesting how the commodity and 
commodification already seem like an obstacle. 
It might be that , in fact , artist i c practices 
are so wel l placed to confront and critique 
commodification because of the constant 
t hreat of commodification of the artistic 
product itself . I had been thinking about how 
property-- I ' m not sure t hi s a big difference 
--how property is an obstacl e to l ove , a nd I 
sometimes mean t hat in a very simpl e sense . 
There ' s someone you probably haven ' t read 
named Alexandra Kollontai , an ear ly Soviet 
minister . She was the only woman who was 
a member of the council of the Soviets . 
She wrote about l ove as the antithesis of 
property . What she was mostly upset about was 
the way marriage and family were constructed 
through property re l ationships : "Woman as 
property .u And the family itself was only a 
property relationship . Lenin wanted to put 
in the constitution the abolition of the 
state, and she wanted to add the abolition of 
the family , because of its being founded on 
property relations- - the idea that our intimacy 
or the continuity of our intimacy can only 
be guaranteed through our property . That ' s 
actually a pretty common way of thinking about 
it. Like if we didn ' t treat each other like 
we were each other ' s property , then there 
wouldn't be a lasting tie. So s h e ' s arguing 
agai nst this notion. [She ' s] saying that love 
is the antithesis of property , that s u ch 
property relations can ' t be part of love . 

Generations 

Hardt: 
I ' m curious about how this notion of love , 
or even thinking about love in these ways ... 
how you first reacted. I ' m sort of assuming-
we were talking about this earlier--there 
is some sort of generational difference . 
People of your parents ' generation might view 
ta l king about love in a political context or 
even in a social context as something that 
sounded not so much sentimental but hippylike 
and not so serious . Did it immediate l y 
strike you as something that seemed worthy 
of serious thought , or did it seem like 
somethi ng that was foreign to you? Or maybe 
I can even preface it differently. I often 
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find myse l f very reluctant in the university 
context to talk about love , but among artists 
it's different . In general , in t he univers ity 
context , raising questions about love runs 
t he risk of sentimentality and , therefore , 
not sounding intellectually serious or 
politically serious . I guess I ' m asking you 
to reflect on it generationally , but also 
disciplinary-wise , or even just your first 
person experience . You could say , "at first 
it seemed really weird to me but then as we 
talked about it , it made more sense ,u or ... 

[silence] 

Cabanas: 
Like , "when Kaira said s he wanted to do a 
s how on love .. . u 

[laughter] 

Hardt: 
There is , I can imagine , a reticence too .. . . 
I ' m not even sure what the disqualification 
s hould be . 

David Howe: 
Love is littered with these tropes , and 
in the first class we went t h rough certain 
tropes of love. 

Cabanas : 
In fact , we've sa id that l ove should be 
nowhere present in the exhibition , as in a 
work ' s title or image. 

Hardt : 
Right , you wouldn ' t want some Klimt kiss or 
anyt h ing like that. 

Cabanas: 
I had an argument with a col l eague in 
Barcelona actually . I told him that we were 
going to do a show on love , and , in this 
very orthodox Marxist way , he said , "oh, 
that is the weakest part of their [Hardt's 
and Negri ' s] thinking !u [laughter ] I just 
looked at him . . . . He very mu c h shut down 
any conversation around i t . It was not 
to be discussed--that was the end of the 
conversation . I made a joke about it l ater , 
but that was it . 

[laughter] 

Hardt : 
Do you think it ' s a l ack of seriousness . 
What is "the weak partu? I can imagine all 
kinds of weaknesses for other things , but 
why specifically , I wonder , would that stri ke 
someone as weak? 

Benenson : 
Part of it might be--and this might be a 
generational thing , or a personal thing-
that the word "love u has been co- opted and 
re-used and fashioned into a c li c he so often 



in pop culture and in a certain type of 
art production that people hear a totally 
emptied-out shell of a buzzword . 

Tomoko Kanamitsu: 
My first reaction was to be excited to work 
on something about love , because it seemed 
separate from the usual discourse that we 
were having . . .. The reading list that Kaira 
put together . . . began with Commonwealth , 
then we read some chapters from Leo Bersani ' s 
Intimacies and The Politics of Friendship by 
Derrida . I felt we were really building up 
our thinking more and more upon these ideas 
of love that were different from the love 
that Alex is talking about. I thought that 
was very interesting and refreshing. 

Hardt: 
So , it takes some intellectual work to 
recuperate or to open up the term . 

All: 
Yes. 

Hardt: 
That seems like a big challenge for a show , 
because people will obviously come with . .. 

Howe: 
preconceived notions. 

Hardt: 
I'm glad you guys are doing it . I don ' t know 
how to do such things , but I guess that 
banning all of the readymade stereotypes is a 
first step . 

Donald Johnson-Montenegro: 
It came from something we read , "In the poem 
about love, you don ' t write the word love." 
. . . That speaks to why we were so interested 
in the term . .. doing archaeological work to 
bring up the true potential of the concept is 
what's interesting to us. 

Hardt: 
It ' s great . Also , I was excited and intrigued 
when you mentioned this project , because I ' m 
thinking that coming at it from a different 
perspective the way you all are might also 
help advance it. For me , it ' s an excellent 
opportunity to try to think differently about 
it. It ' s something I ' ve been working on for a 
long time , but I don ' t succeed very well at 
communicating to people about it . I feel like 
I know what I ' m talking about. 

[laughter] 

Public and private 

Howe: 
This is Gabriel Martinez ' s Cracks in the 
pavement are watered with Miracle-Gro (Rose 
Park). It ' s an ongoing project where he 
waters grass in the pavement . 

Hardt: 
And photographs it? 

Howe: 
All of his work only exists through 
[photographic] documentation of it , typically . 

Hardt: 
Interesting . So is that watering can 
incredibly small? 

[laughter ] 

Howe: 
I think it ' s Photoshopped ... . In a way , he ' s 
effecting a literal transgression of park 
infrastructure as it reifies the commons . 
Martinez ' s is a natural intervention. With 
Miracle-Gro , it complicates this critical 
gesture .. .. It ' s the idea of public and 
private space that ' s real l y interesting . 

Hardt: 
The park is interesting. So , the park 
is public space in a sense . Already with 
"public , " we ' re constantly running into 
these terminological problems where often 
when people say the word "public" they 
mean something like what Toni and I mean 
by "common"--like "make your ideas public " 
or something like that . But what we mean 
by public or public space is control or 
regulation by the city , or government 
more generally. The park is an excellent 
exampl e because the park is public space in 
that sense . It ' s open , but open under the 
constraints of the state ' s regu l ation , which 
is not [in fact , open]. I don ' t mean that as 
necessarily nefarious . But the way you started 
presenting this seems that a first reading 
could be that these cracks in the pavement and 
the grass growing in them are an irrepressible 
emergence of the common in public space . It ' s 
compl icated by this Miracle - Gro .... Because 
you might think in an old-fashioned romantic 
way that nature is springing forth and 
claiming back the world from the pavement . But 
it ' s not nature ; it ' s Miracle-Gro , which is 
one of the most heavily marketed and branded 
fertilizers. So what do you do? Is [Martinez] 
just undermining that romantic nature reading? 
Why does he insist that he ' s using Miracle
Gro , or use Miracle - Gro? 



Benenson : 
It ' s a form of resistance , deve l oped from the 
very tools of capital or the market , right? 

Hardt : 
Oh . So , if he had t h e cracks i n the pavement 
watered by t hi s super-organic fertilizer 
taken from birds in Peru ... 

[laughter] 
Hardt: 

Here it's tools within ... I like that . I do 
have a certain revulsion for the romantic 
naturalist imagination of the outside. To come 
back to when Alex was talking commodification 
[in relation to Will Kwan ' s work ) : when you 
were saying there ' s no subject--you didn ' t 
quite say it this way--but I wrote down "no 
subject outside of capital." .. . In some ways , 
the Miracle-Gro as the means of resistance 
is the nonfatalistic version of "there is no 
outside. " 

Benenson: 
Or it ' s a solution , an internal solution. 

Hardt : 
Well , there are some modes of resistance , at 
least, that one can find within. 

And that actually doing it , actually loving 
is much more important. OK. I am trying to 
understand what you were saying in those 
terms , which makes a lot of sense. Then , I 
agree up to a point. [pause] I sti l l feel the 
need to find a way to talk about it , because 
I ' m convinced of its pol i tica l i mportance. 
[pause] But maybe you ' re saying one could find 
a way to ta lk about it in such a way that 
emphasizes it as a practice and not as much 
as a discourse . That's interesting too. 

Friendship 

Kristen Chappa : 
One of the questions that came up is , why 
didn ' t you mobilize friends hip as a term? 

Hardt: 
Was that after you read the Derrida? 

Chappa: 
We were discussing the transformative 
possibility of friends hip . So I was wondering , 
why love and not friends hip? 

Cabanas: 
They saw your YouTube appearance where you 
say that friendship is .. . 

Immanence Hardt : 

Cabanas: 
You were talking about this blockage or 
perhaps difficulty in relation to speaking 
about love . I was wondering if part of the 
conceptual difficulty is perhaps that one is 
not to think of love as something you can say 
or something you can conceptualize , but rather 
as something you do. There ' s this underlying 
pragmatism i n Commonwealth that I find quite 
interesting , whether it ' s participation as 
pedagogy , [etc . ] . . . . So if l ove i s something 
you do and not necessarily what you fee l in a 
reified way--if it ' s something you do as an 
act of generosity perverted in various ways 
in terms of commodified cu l ture or the family
-then it ' s something that exceeds conceptual 
language . To talk about it is already to take 
it out of the field of immanence where love 
is to actually operate. 

Hardt: 
That makes a l ot of sen se . Another problem 
I have with the love stuff is that I feel the 
need to constantly [think about it ) on at 
least two leve l s : it has to make sense to me 
on the level of intimacy and also on a social
political l evel. Of course , it ' s true, or 
often true , in relationships that constantly 
talking about love can really be annoying. 
Do you know what I mean? 

[l aughter] 
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is not transformative . 

[laughter] 

Hardt: 
Yeah . [pause] Do you think I ' m wrong about 
that? Might be . .. . Sometimes it could be that 
we are talking about the same thing , and 
one of us is saying "love" and the other is 
saying "friendship . " . .. I ' m talking about our 
common use of the terms-- that I lose myself in 
love and I don ' t lose myself in friendship. 
That ' s what I meant by the transformative 
thing , that I become something different in 
love. That ' s horrifying in some ways. In 
friendship--but maybe I 'm short-shrifting , 
maybe I ' m giving too little esteem, too 
little consideration to friendship ' s powers - 
! think of friendship as the possibility of 
our cooperation , interaction , but you and I 
stay the same in our friendship. [pause] Is 
that wrong? 

Cabanas: 
Yes , I actual l y think it ' s wrong. 

Hardt: 
Because in friendship 

Cabanas: 
In my experience of friendship . . . not to ... 



Hardt: 
Well, but no, t hat ' s part of t h e difficul ty 
o f these discussions , they do have to make 
sense simultaneous l y o n severa l levels. 

Benenson: 
Maybe if you s t art earl i er you can find the 
difference . It ' s not so mu c h what happens 
during it but the rationale f or starting 
each action. The rationale when starting 
friendship is we see that we have th ings in 
common , we see that we have things that we 
can exchange with each other , have mutual 
benefits, and help each other out [as in] a 
typical exchange . Where love is a n opening 
yourse l f up to an un known experience , where 
it ' s a perhaps , as Derrida says , as opposed 
to a n "I know." 

J-Montenegro: 
Maybe when friendship is transformative-
because I don ' t think it can a lways be 
transformative--then what is operating within 
that friends h ip is l ove . 

Hardt: 
That ' s when it becomes a terminological t h i ng. 

J-Montenegro : 
Right. 

Hardt: 
The definition you [Benenson] just gave , one 
thing that attracted me to it conceptually 
was it sounds like friendship in some way is 
based on a notion of exchange. Because that 
goes along with my attempt at saying that 
t he subjects involved a r e stable , and hence 
the practices of friends hip are about the 
exchanges between these people . What would 
one have to say about l ove if one were to say 
t hat in some ways it ' s not about exchange? 
It ' s about .. . trans f ormation . Let me come 
back to your [Cabanas's ] immediate personal 
reaction , which I recognize, too . I could 
eas ily see where friends hips have c hanged 
me. All of my friendships have , of course , 
c hanged me in some way .. . . What I imagine 
love to be i s not an evolution of that person 
I was , but a kind of l os ing of the person I 
was. Anyway, like you said--you were t h e one 
that said that, Donald--that at the moment 
at which a friendship , or acts of friendship , 
or practices of friendship , become something 
else , they [l ove and friendship] don't have 
to be exclusive of one another . I guess that's 
the way out. [long pause] I ' m trying to think 
what ' s to be gained by the d ifference. [pause] 
I don't know. I also think love is really 
dangerous - -! mean that in a good way- -whereas 
"friendship" doesn ' t seem tha t dangerous 
to me . But , I suppose [that if] my parents 
thought I was go ing out with the wrong crowd 
or something--that ' s dangerous. 

[laughter] 
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Cabanas: 
There are so many different models of 
friendship. What Alex was invoking was an 
Aristotelian model of friendship. Thi s i s not 
necessar ily the model of frie ndship we read 
in Derrida , which is more about the "love 
of the farthest" and not about l ove of the 
simi l ar. 

Hardt: 
And not about exchange . 

cabanas: 
And not about exchange 

Benenson : 
That ' s a terminology t hi ng. 

Cabanas: 
But I do li ke Donald's intervention about how 
maybe whe n friendships are transformative 
t hen what's operating in them is love. 

Sharing and the commons 

Chappa: 
Do you have thoughts on how exhibitions , such 
as the one we're attempting to conceptualize , 
might adopt structures t hat enact a democratic 
sharing of t h e commons? ... We're grappling 
with these issues of h ow t h e structure of our 
exhibition , how t h e structure itself could 
mirror some of these concepts. 

Hardt: 
What do you think about how it , an exhibit , 
can open itself up? You guys know more 
about t h e history of artistic practices and 
struggling with these questions than I do. 
What do you all think? 

Chappa: 
There ' s a general move from disp l aying 
mater i al objects to the exhibit i on as 
something that is more transitory , or more 
open , or a meeting ground for discussion and 
research. 

Hardt : 
So it would be an occasion for e ncounter 
not only among the participants but also the 
p ub li c ... . There is some relationship , I 
guess , between the ephemeral nature of it and 
the possibilities for encounter. I think of 
performance in general , too , as breaking with 
the museum tradition. It's also about that 
ephemeral character . 

Benenson: 
It's like artists who are not presenting 
art ; they ' re presenting their research 
and t heir ideas . . . . It's an interesting 
investigation into how artists treat the ir 
i n tellectual properties like commodities 



and private property , right? So much about 
the art world is about keeping one ' s ideas , 
having control not only over one ' s physical 
art objects but over the propagation of one ' s 
ideas about art. 

Hardt: 
Say a litt l e bit more . It ' s clear to me 
the part about the commodification of the 
artwork , of the piece , and the art market , 
things like that . It makes sense to me , but 
I hadn ' t thought as much about maintaining a 
certain currency i n ideas in the art world. 

Benenson: 
People get cagey about paper topics or terms 
that they think they ' ve invented [laughter] , 
or whatever .... [There] is no longer such 
a concern for artists making art objects . 
And , if you do an art object , you can take a 
photo of it and it costs nothing to anyone to 
distribute that photo over the Internet .... 
That ' s a question not of t he commodity art 
object in a traditional sense but of the 
intellectual property , over the licensing , or 
the righ t to use . 

Hardt: 
Of the image? 

Benenson: 
Or the idea , even , right? 

Chappa: 
It ' s because of intellectual property laws 
around art and graphics . It ' s difficult to 
prove that someone has stolen your idea. 
And a lot of artists don ' t feel that they 
have t h e resources to fight back or hire an 
attorney when they ' re in that situation . 

Benenson: 
Absolutely. 

Chappa: 
I've known artists who have shared ideas 
among friends and t hen another artist will do 
a project that really resembles theirs .. .. 

Hardt: 
They feel cheated by it . 

Chappa: 
There ' s an interesting tension between sharing 
in the commons , wanting to participate in 
that , but also wanting to protect one ' s own 
ideas and work. 

Hardt: 
There wouldn ' t be artistic production , almost , 
if there weren ' t that exchange . And yet at 
the same time there's the need for .. . 

Benenson: 
There ' s this obsession .. . the modernist myth 
of original ity. 
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Poor 

J-Montenegro: 
Gedi Sibony creates these subtle sculptures 
from discarded construction materials . 
His work seems to function on the concept 
of almost , " almost disappearing ," "almost 
stable , " " almost blank." 

Hardt: 
Is that your idea or his? I like t hat. 

[laughter ] 

J-Montenegro: 
It was in some of t he writing about his 
work .. .. So this is a tendency , which recall s 
the concept of perhaps on whi ch friendship 
and l ove hinge for Derrida . I ' m going to 
read a short q uote from the catalogue for 
his first museum so l o show : "Sibony ' s 
sculptures achieve a noncha l ant awkwardness , 
a proud nudi ty , an overall plausibility 
that bring together space , weight , and the 
materiality that seem happily accidental . 
In the context of the near collapse of our 
contemporary socio-political reality , these 
works quietly promote an economy of means , 
reuse , transparency , and the power and beauty 
of bare essentials ." A work like Except for 
the Guards is a simple gesture [ that ] subtly 
changes the quality of t he light inside of 
the room; his work points out for the viewer 
elements of the architecture and environment 
that might otherwise go unnoticed . 

Hardt: 
I see . 

J-Montenegro: 
It also makes evident the apparent potential 
of what we discard ; the political potency of 
love lies in its transformational nature . 
Through love we become other than what we are . 
In Sibony ' s work , refuse becomes sculpture . 
His castaway materials can be likened to the 
marginal , neglected members of our society , 
and the way they are underappreciated and 
often ignored. Sibony infuses love into the 
otherwise disregarded and creates beautiful , 
engaging works. They suggest the potential 
strength of t he marginalized and how that 
strength might be harnessed and propelled by 
love. His project thus serves as a metaphor 
for a larger socio-political issue . What is 
suggested is an empowering of the marginal . .. . 
We ' ve been speaking about Derrida and this 
concept of "love of the farthest. " [Sibony ' s ] 
choice of material not used in traditional 
art making parallels that concept of the 
"love of the fart hest . " 

Hardt: 
Or poverty was what I was thinking . 



J-Montenegro: 
Yes , there are probably relations to Arte 
Povera . 

Hardt: 
That ' s interesting , I hadn ' t thought of 
that . You th i nk that using found materials 
[ is] in a way [using] materials of the poor. 
[pause] It ' s so interesting how , with so many 
of the things t hat you ' ve come up with, the 
ephemeral nature of them and the transient 
nature is really key. 

J-Montenegro: 
There ' s something honest about that in terms 
of the artists seeing the place of art within 
the larger context .... Understanding that 
through a work of art , you ' re not really 
going out there , and you ' re not organizing 
political rallies or something like t hat , 
but in this very small way you ' re creating a 
metaphor for the way that can operate--which 
is political. Alex had mentioned this before , 
about being able to leverage what you have 
and knowing how to best .. . 

Benenson: 
It raises the question that this kind of art 
is only possible when excess is available , 
trash is capitalist excess . . . . To what degree 
does it rely on the creation of excess to 
exist? 

Hardt: 
Right . I ' m not sure ; maybe I ' m translating 
too much , though. If it were the case that 
we could only love , or love only when we had 
the luxury or the free time to do it , then it 
would be only rich people who love . Whereas , 
at least , the kind of love that I ' m talking 
about is intimately related with the survival 
skills of living. Do you know what I mean? 

J-Montenegro: 
Th is is an excellent point about only being 
able to produce such work when there is 
such a thing as excess. But to me it was 
[about] being able to create , no matter what 
your situation is . .. . If we could really 
create a society based on these ideas of the 
common , then what we have to leverage becomes 
monumental and really powerful . If natural 
resources become common property , we have 
that much more to work with . 

Cabanas: 
We have five more minutes . 

Hardt: 
It always goes quickly. 

[laughter] 

J-Montenegro : 
I ' m really interested in the lecture you gave 
at the European Graduate School . You mentioned 
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five positive characteristics of love . One 
of them was specifically the primacy of love , 
the poor , and the poor as a subject of love. 
I was wondering if you could speak very 
briefly to what it is you see in the poor 
that is so central to your conception of love . 

Hardt: 
That does sort of relate to what I was 
thinki ng ... . It ' s hard to know how much one 
has to back up to start the arguments . I have 
to start from an inversion , which maybe would 
seem obvious and not necessary : thinking of 
the poor and even a state of poverty , not 
in terms of what is lacking ... recognizing 
the poor--it ' s also a sociological point-
not as victims but as wealthy and powerful . 
Not always wealthy and powerful in the same 
ways .. . [but] focusing on the abilities of 
making do with what one has . .. . There is a 
passage in Marx that Toni , my coauthor , and 
I talked [about ] a lot , where Marx refers to 
t he worker as a figure of absolute poverty. 
He ' s stripped of wealth and stripped of all 
things . Yet , also , maybe even because of this 
absolute poverty , the worker is also a figure 
of absolute possibility . Marx ' s inversion 
was around that coincidence between absolute 
poverty and absolute possibility ... . So then , 
I was thinking that it would be a similar 
approach to love , that love is not only a 
constructive force--absolute possibility--but 
it also has an inverse relation to property . 
Or rather that property--this is where I 
was going with it--is an obstacle to love . 
Sometimes property functions as a stand-in 
for love that acts as an obstacle to love . 
In another text of Marx , his Manuscripts 
of 1844 , his often very romantic notebooks , 
he focuses on the way that property is meant 
to substitute for human capacities . For 
example , " I don ' t have to be beautiful , I can 
pay to be beautiful n; "I don ' t have to have 
friends , I can pay for friendship n; 
"I don ' t have to be lovable , I can pay to be 
loved .H And he concludes , of course , that 
property cannot really substitute for beauty , 
friendship , and love , but instead makes them 
impossible .. . . I don ' t want to say the poor 
are really privileged . Like , "Oh , isn ' t it 
great , I wanna be like those people that are 
homeless. n No. But there is a way in which 
property functions as an obstacle , which 
reveals how poverty is linked to possibility , 
how poverty is the condition of love . 
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